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Abstract. The paper deals with some types of a compatibility of a topology and an order. The 
aim is to state conditions on a partially ordered set (P, ^ ) under which the system of all topo­
logies on P compatible in a certain sense is a lattice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
If an ordering relation ^ and a topology 0 on a set P are given, various kinds 
of conriections can be considered. In this paper we deal with four types 'of com--
patibility (see 2.1), so called /-compatibility for / e {1, 2, 3, 4}, introduced in the 
papers [1], [4], [5]. The system Ct(P) of all /-compatible topologies on a partially 
ordered set (P, g ) can be ordered in a natural way. The aim of this paper is to 
describe all partially ordered sets (P, g ) for which Ct(P) (/e2, 3, 4}) are lattices 
and solve the problem of the existence of the least element in C{(P) for / e {2, 3, 4}. 
For i = l these questions were investigated in the paper [3]. 
Let (P, <£) be a partially ordered set. For x j e P w e shall write x -<y in the 
case that x < y and no zeP exists satisfying x < z < y. The denotation x \\ y 
will mean that x, y are incomparable, while x }/[y will express that x, y are com-
parable, i.e. x g y or x ^ y. For xeP set 
\x = {y e P | y ^ x}, 
jx = {yeP\y g x}, 
t x = {y e P | v ^ x or y £ x}, 
N(x) = {yeP\y\\x}. 
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=- {x€P | y £ x g z for some y , z e X}, while |0, |0, |0 and conv 0 define as 0. 
The system of all subsets of a set P will be denoted by exp P. By a topology on P 
a system © £ exp P containing 0, P and closed under finite intersections and 
arbitrary unions will be meant. The elements of 0 will be called open subsets of P. 
The interval topology Z o n a partially ordered set (P, ^) is the topology gene-
rated by the system {P - \x | x e P} u {P - [x \ x e P}. 
2. COMPATIBILITY OF A TOPOLOGY WITH AN ORDERING 
In what follows, by (P, ^) (or briefly P) an arbitrary fixed partially ordered set 
will be tneant. 
Let 0 be a topology on P. Consider the following conditions for a,beP: 
(CI) There exists A e 0 such that a e A, b $ conv A; 
(C2) There exist A, Be6 such that ae A, beB and x J j> for every xe A, y e B. 
2.1. Definition. The topology & is called: 
Incompatible, if 6 is Tropology and (CI) holds for every a,beP, a & b,a Jf 6; 
2-compatible, if (CI) holds for every a,beP, a ¥> b; 
3-compatible, if 6 is Tropology and (C2) holds for every a,beP,a<b; 
4-compatible, if (C2) holds for every a,beP,a£b. 
2.2. Note. 1- and 3-compatibility were introduced in [4], 2-compatibility is a slight 
modification of the convex compatibility dealt with in [1] and 4-compatibility 
issues from [5]. It is easy to see that 0 is 4-compatible if and only if the relation g 
on P is closed with respect to 0 in the sense of the definition given in [2]. 
Denote by C|(P) (/ 6 {1,2, 3,4}) the system of all /-compatible topologies on P. 
Clearly CA(P) is contained in C2(P) and C3(P), and both C2(P) and CZ(P) are 
subsets of Ct(P). It is easy to see that in general C2(P) and CZ(P) are incomparable 
sets. Notice that C{(P) (/ e {1, 2, 3,4}) are increasing subsets of the set Tt(P) of all 
.Tropologies on P, i.e. 0t c 02, 0- e Ct(P), <S2 e Tt(P) implies 02 e C{(P). This, 
together with the fact that the set TX(P) is closed under intersections yields that 
CAP) is a lattice if and only if Gx n <92 e Ct(P) whenever 0t, 02 e QP). 
2.3. Definition (cf. [3]), Define a mapping v : exp P -> exp P as follows: v(X) = 
«• Xu {xeP | X - \M - | N is infinite for all finite M g j x - {x}, N ^ 
C J* - {*}}• 
It is evident that v(0) = 0 and v(X) 2 X for every X c p. It can be verified that 
V(XKJY) = V(X) U V(Y) for all X, Ycz p (for the proof see [3]). 
2.4. Definition. Let ie{l, 2, 3,4}, xeP, I g p. We say that x is i-separated 
from X, if for every 6 e Ct(P) there is Ae<9 such that xe A, A n X = 0. 
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Now we will show that for i e {1, 2, 3}, xeP, XeP, x$ v(X) if and only if JC 
is /-separated from X. For i = 1 the statement follows immediately from 3.18 
of [3]. To show this for / = 2, 3, it is sufficient to prove that if JC is /-separated 
from X, then JC £ v(X) (the converse implication, also for / = 4, follows from that 
for i = l, since CX(P) 3 Ct(P)). 
2.5. Lemma. Let X c P be infinite, xeP, X c N(jc). Then x is not 2-separated 
from X. 
Proof. Since Xis infinite, it contains an infinite antichain or an infinite chain. 
Let R c x be an infinite antichain. Put 0 = {AeP\x$AoTR — A is finite}. 
Evidently 0 e C2(P) and JC has no neighbourhood disjoint from X. 
Let R c X be an infinite chain. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
R = {rt,r2,...} is a descending chain. We put again 0 = {AQP\x$A or 
R — A is finite}. It holds that Oe T,(P) and JC has no neighbourhood disjoint 
from X. We show 2-compatibility of the topology 0. Let a, b e P, a # b. If a 9* x, 
then we put A = {a} e 0. Let a = JC. If there is r, € R such that rt £ b, then we 
put A = {a, ri9 ri+1,...}, else A = {a} u R. In every case aeA, AeO and 
b^convA. 
2.6. Lemma. Let x e P, X ^ P. Tf x is 2-separated from X, then x £ v(X). 
Proof. Let JC e v(X). If X n N(jc) is infinite, then x is not 2-separated from X 
by 2.5. Let Xn N(x) be finite. Since x$v(XnN(x)) and v(JT) = v(X n fjc) u 
u v(Jf n |JC) u v(X n N(jc)), it must be JC e v(.Jf n f JC) or JC e v(X n jjc). Without 
loss of generality we can assume JC € v(X n f JC) = v(Xx). If JC e X, then evidently JC 
is not 2-separated from X. Let JC £ X. Then for all finite J l / c | x - {jc}, N £ 
c |JC - {JC} the set Xx - fAf - jN = X! - f Af is infinite. The system {A^ -
— \M | Af c |JC - {JC}, Af is finite} obviously has the finite intersection property 
and hence generates a filter $F on P. We put 0 - {A^P\x^A or Ae&}. 
Evidently 0 is a 7^-topology and each neighbourhood of x has a non-empty 
intersection with X. We show that 0 e C2(P). Let a, b eP, a # b. If a * x, then 
we put A = {a}. If a = JC and b > a, we can take Al « Â  u {JC}. If a =» JC and 
6 > tf, set A = (.2^ u {JC}) - \b. In every case aeA, AeO and 6 # conv A. We 
have obtained that 0 e C2(P) and again JC is not 2-separated from X. 
2.7. Lemma. LetxeP,X^P.Ifx is 3-separated from X, then x $ v(X). 
Proof. First observe that if JC e v(X) - X, then there exists 0 e C2(P) satisfying: 
(i) {y} eOfory & x, 
(ii) A n X *- 0 whenever A e 0, x e A. 
Namely if X n N(x) is infinite, we can take the topology constructed in 2.5, in the 
opposite case the topology given in 2.6. 
Now let x e v(X) - X, 0 be a topology as above. To prove that x is not 
3-separated from X, it is sufficient to show that 0 e CZ(P). Let a, b 6 P, a < fc. 
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If x $ {a, ft}; we put A = {a}, B = {b}. If JC = a (the case JC = b is symmetrical), 
then there is A e 0 such that a e A, b $ conv A. Put B = {b}. Evidently u£ v for 
u e A, v e B. We have obtained 0 e C3(P). 
For 4-compatibility a different result is obtained: 
2,8. Theorem. Let xe A, X ^ P. It holds: x is 4-separated from X if and only if 
there exist finite sets ^ c | x - {JC}, M2 c j * - {JC}, M3 C N(X) such that 
X-\Mt - \M2 - \M3 = 0 . 
Proof. I. Let such MX,M2, M3 exist and let 0 e C4(P). For yeMt we get 
Ay e 0 such that x e Ay, Ay n\y ~ 0. Analogously, for yeM2 and y e M3 we 
have an open neighbourhood Ay of jc disjoint from |;y and \y, respectively. Let 
A -=- n {v4y | j; e Aft u M2 u M3}. Then .4 e 0, JC e A and A is disjoint from 
tMj u JAf2 u |A/3 2 X. Hence x is 4-separated from X. 
II; Let X - t-Vi - jM 2 - \M3 # 0 for every finite ^ c f^ - {*}, M2 c 
c J* - {JC}, M3 C N(jc). Then the system {X - tMi - |M2 - I-V3 I Mx,M2w 
Mz finite, Mj c t* - {JC}, M2 £ j * —. {JC}, M3 c N(jc)} generates a filter ^ on P. 
Put 0 = {.A 3 P I x £ .4 or -4 e ^ } . 
0 is a Jj -topology and each neighbourhood of JC has a nonempty intersection 
with X. We show 0 e C4(P). Let a, 6 6 P, a J 6. If x $ {a, b}, then we can put 
A = {a}, B = {ft}. Let x = a (the case JC = b is symmetrical). If a || ft, then put 
A - (Xu {a}) - -J ft, 5 = {ft}, else (i.e. if a < ft) put A = (Xu {a}) - t*N 
B «=- {ft}. In every case ae A, be B, Ae 0, Be 0 and w ^ i> for w € A, v e B. 
. 3 . T H E L A T T I C E S C,(P) 
Consider the topologies Jri =* n {0 : 0 e Ct(P)} e Tt(P) for i e {1,2, 3,4}. 
It is obvious, by Definition ?;4, that Jf\ contains just those A c P, for which every 
JC 6 -4 is /-separated from P — A. In view of the foregoing results it is Jfx = Jf2 = 
== Jf* = { / - £ j p : v(P - a) = P - :A}. Consequently further we shall use the 
denotation JV instead of Jri for 1 e {1, 2, 3}. Evidently Q(P) (1 e {1, 2, 3}) contains 
the least element if and only if Jf e Ct(P). 
In [3] the equivalence of the following conditions was proved: 
(i) CX(P) is a lattice, 
(ii) CX(P) contains the least element, 
(iii) v(v(X)) = v(X) for every X £ P, 
(iv) v(v(t>0) = v(\y) and v(v( \y)) = v(\y) for every ye P. We shall prove 
similar results for 2-, 3- and 4-compatibility. 
3.1. Lemma. Let x,yeP> x ^ y. If xe v(tj>) and xe v([y), fAen C2(P) is not 
a lattice. 
Proof. By 2.6 the relation jc e vtfy) implies the existence of a topology Gx e C2(P) 
satisfying Ac\\y &Q for each A e 0X that contains x. 
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Analogously because of x e v(\y) there exists a topology 02 e C2(P) such that 
A n \y # 0 whenever x e A e 02. Let (P-=(J1nff2. Then xe AeO implies 
A n \y # 0 and ^ n |y / 0, hence j e conv A. We have proved that 0 is not 
2-compatible. Hence C2(P) is not a lattice. 
3.2. Lemma. Ifv(\y) n v(\y) = {^}/or ei*ry >> eP, then C2(P) = CX(P). 
Proof. Let 0 e Ci(P), a9beP9 a ¥* b. Then a £ v(fb) or a £ v(|6). Suppose e.g. 
that the first possibility holds. Then a is 1-separated from \b. Hence there exists 
AeO such that a e A, A n f6 = 0. We have proved that 0 e C2(P). 
3.3. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C2(P) is a lattice, 
(ii) C2(P) = {OeT1(P):0=>^}9 
(iii) v(v(X)) = v(X) for every X c P and v(fj) n v(j>0 = {jy} for every ye P. 
Proof. If C2(P) is a lattice, then v(\y) n v(\y) = {̂ } for every yeP by 3.1. 
Considering 3.2 and the result for 1-compatibility it follows the first part of (iii). 
We have proved that (i) implies (iii). The first part of (iii) gives Jr e Ct(P) and 
using the second part of (iii) we have Jf e C2(P) by 3.2. Hence (iii) implies (ii). 
The validity of the implication (ii) => (i) is obvious. 
3.4. Lemma. Let x9 y e P, x ± y, x I y. If x e v(N(y))9 then C3(P) is not a lattice. 
Proof. If x e v(N(y))9 then by 2.7 x is not 3-separated from NO). Hence there 
exists 0X e C3(P) such that A n N(y) ^ 0 whenever x e A e 0x. Since €x is 
a j^-topology and x$N(y), A n N(y) must be infinite whenever xeAeOt. 
Let 02 = {A c P | y $ A or N(y) - A is finite}. We show that <92 e C3(P). Clearly 
02 is a JVtopology. Let a,beP, a < b. If y $ {a, b}9 put A = {a}9 B = {&}. 
If y = a (the case >> = 6 is symmetrical), put A = {a} u N(d), 2? = {6}. In both 
cases .4,5e(P2 and u % v for u e A9 v e B. Let 6 = 0x n 02• If -4, B e 09 x e A, 
yeB9 then A n N(y) is infinite and N(y) - B is finite. That is why A n B & &. 
This shows 0 4 C3(P) and C3(P) is not a lattice. 
3.5. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C3(P) is a lattice, 
(ii) C3(P)^{OeTl(P):(9^jr}9 
(iii) x £ v(N(y)) for every x,yeP, x y- y, x H v. 
Proof, (i) implies (iii) by 3.4, the implication (ii) => (i) is evident. So it is 
sufficient to show that (iii) implies (ii). Hence let us suppose that (iii) holds. Take 
any a9beP9 a < b. 
I. If a -< b, put A = \b - {b}9 B = \a - {a}. Evidently a e A, b e B. For 
x e A it holds x $ v(\b) (because of x < b) and x £ v(N(b)) by (iii), which follows 
x t v(f& u N(b)) = v(P - A). Hence AeJf and analogously B e.V. Furthermore 
x £ y for x e A, y e B. 
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II. If a < s < b for some seP, put A = \s — {s}, B = f s - {s}. Again a e A e 
e./f, ie-Be^T and ;c ^ j> for x e A, yeB. 
We have shown that̂ V e C3(P), hence (ii) holds. 
3.6. Lemma. Let J be the interval topology on P, 0 e C4(P). Then J c 0. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that P — \xe 0 for every xeP (the proof for 
P — jx would be symmetrical). Let 7 e P — \x, we will find a neighbourhood .A 
of ^ in 0 such that A c: P - f x. Because of 0 e C4(P) and 7 ^ x, there exists 
i4e(P such that ye A and t/ £ x for every w e A. Hence At c: p - f x. 
3.7. Lemma. Let J be the interval topology on P. If C4(P) is a lattice, then . / e 
e C4(P). 
Proof. Let C4(P) be a lattice. Let a,beP,a£ b. Set 
Ja = {A<=:P\aiAor Ae®(a)}, 
Jb = {A ^P\b$ A or Ae 9(b)}, 
where .©(0) and <#(£) denotes the system of all neighbourhoods of a and b in J, 
respectively. It is easy to see that Ja e C4(P), Jb e C4(P). Since C4(P) is a lattice, 
0 = Jar\Jbe C4(P). Then there are A1,B1eO such that a e A^, 6 e Bx and 
* ^ ^ whenever xe A1,yeB1. Clearly At e 9(a), Bt e 9(b) and there are As J, 
Be J such that ae A c: A1, be B g: Bx. Then x £ y for x e A, y e B. The proof 
is finished. 
3.8. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C4(P) is <* lattice, 
(ii) C4(P) - = { 0 6 ^ ) 1 0 2 . / } , 
(iii) /or every x,yeP, x $ y t/rere ex/st jm/Je sets Afx c: f x — {x}, M2 c: 
c: Jx - {x}, M3 c N(x), Nx c: fy - {->>}, N2 c: Jy - {j}, N3 c: N(y) wcA tAtft 
z $ f whenever zeP - fMx - jM2 - JM3 andteP - fN! - |N2 - \N3. 
Proof, (i) implies (ii) by 3.6 and 3.7, the implication (ii) => (i) is evident. We 
• are going to show that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Let (ii) hold. Take any x,yeP, 
x % y. Since J e C4(P), there are A, Be J such that xe A, yeB and u ^ v for 
every ue A, veB. Since J c 0 for every 6 e C4(P), x is 4-separated from P — A. 
Then 2.8 yields the existence of finite sets M1 £ fx — {x}, M2 g: j * — {*}, 
Af3 c 1\T(x) satisfying P - ,4 - fAfx - [M2 - |M3 = 0,i.e.P - \Mt - |M2 -
— \M3 ^ A. Analogously we can find finite sets N1,N2, N3 with P — \Nt — 
~ l#2 " I-V3 £ P. Clearly z $ t for z e P - fJlf,. - \M2 - |M 3 , teP -
- \Nt - |N2 - \N3. Hence (iii) holds. 
Now let (iii) be satisfied. We are going to show that Je C4(P). Let x,y eP, 
x % y. Put A = P - f-A/i - |M2 - JAf3, P = P - fNt - |N2 - JAT3. It is 
clear that xeA, yeB, AeJ,BeJ and u % v for u e A, v e B. 
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